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Located in Baekdo Mountain range 
in the eastern part of Korea 

Population: 50,733

600-1,500m;
Urban area 650m

The head of Nakdong River (513.5km)
and Han River (497.5km) 

Located in the highest area in Korea 

Korea’s typical highland resort city 
where it is cool in summer and 
snows heavily in winter. 

Size: 303.58㎢

Location: 

Above sea level:
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Division

Yearly mean 
temperature (℃)

1970s

12.3

1980s

12.1

1990s

12.7

2000s

12.9

Remarks

The temperature has been rising by 0.289℃ every 10 years

It is projected that the temperate climate will change to
a subtropical climate by the end of the 21  century.

Number of tropical nights: 2.3 in the 1920s and 9.4 in the 2000s

According to data released by NASA in July 2000,
With Greenland glaciers melting rapidly, the sea water level has risen 
23cm in the last 100 years. The ice thickness of Greenland glaciers has 
been getting thinner by 2m every year, and for this reason over 50 billion 
tons of water have flowed into the ocean causing the sea water level to 
rise 0.13m every year.
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Division Spring Summer Fall

1920s About March Mid May Until early to mid
October

2000s Early February Early May Until late October 

Remarks Advanced by over one
month

Advanced by over one
month

Deferred by over
a fortnight

1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s

6969

4343
3535

3232
2121

77
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Division 1970s1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s2000s

Annual average amount 
of rainfall (㎜) 1220.61220.6 1324.1 1367.1 1404.61404.6

113.6113.6 112 110.7 108.6108.6

2525 28 30 3131

In the summer (June - September), the amount of rainfall was 
58.4% in the 1970s and 69.8% in the 2000s

This is a cause of heavy downpours in a short period of time, which 
increases the possibility of floods in summer and decreases the 
amount of rainfall in other seasons of the year which leads to an 
increased possibility of draughts in other seasons. 

Annual average amount 
of rainfall days

Annual average amount 
of downpour days
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A  orange Cultivation line moved 
northward

Jeju⇒ Daegu

Apple Cultivation line moved northward
Daegu⇒ Taebaek(as of 2008 )

Changes in cultivation environment 
for Chinese cabbages(representative
farm produce on Taebaek)

In areas 600m above sea water level:
can not be cultivated in summertime.
In areas over 600m above sea water level:
the cultivation period is now earlier.
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Artificial snow-making has become difficult due to the rise
in temperature.

Added difficulties in preparing for snow festivals /
Over 400,000 people attend the snow festival every year. 
Skiing ground management expenses have increased 
and competitiveness has decreased.

Winter has gotten shorter by about one month compared 
to 80 years ago and winter-related industries have been contracted.
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Frequent heavy rainfall in summer causes frequent floods.

Mega typhoons, which have caused $3 billion or greater
in damages, have occurred since 2000.

Damage inflicted on Taebaek CityDamage inflicted on Damage inflicted on TaebaekTaebaek CityCity

Year Name 
of typhoon 

Duration
of typhoon 

Amount of 
damage Victims 

2002 RUSA 8/30~9/1
(3 days)

552 cases
$8,957 ,000

362households 
882 persons

2003 MAEMI 9/12~9/13
(2 days)

486 cases
$3,827,000

369households 
985 persons
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Cause: Concentration of heavy rainfall in summer 
due to global warming results in a decrease in the amount
of rainfall in other seasons 

Reduced 68% as compared to 2007 and 2008

Overcoming famine 
Limited water supply: Jan. 6 - Apr. 2, 2009. (87days) 

/ water supplied twice a day, for two hours each time 

Water supplied by vehicles to residents in high altitude areas 
to which water could not be supplied due to lack of water pressure:
2,036 vehicles / 4,198 personnel mobilized for supply of 106,471 tons 
of water to 63,318 households 

Amount fo
Rainfall(㎜)

2007~2008

2008~2009

Increase or 
decrease 

total Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

466.5 347.1 15.4 25.3 11 65.6 2.1

142.1 45.7 20 22.5 20 17.9 16.0

-324.4 -301.4 4.6 -2.8 9 -47.7 13.9
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Bottled water 

Division Total Agency Organization Company 
Individuals 
and social 
gathering 

Number of 
agencies and 
organizations 446 149 114 85 98

Amount of 
bottled water 3,649,170 1,784,906 756,802 933,376 174,086

Cash

Division Total Ordinary 
Agency 

Financial 
institution Company Ordinary 

group 
Religious 

groups Individuals Foreign 

Number 
of cases 
donated 52 14 2 3 19 5 6 3

Cash
(USD) 237,154 174,494 24,015 1,624 21,249 9,741 3,564 2,467

DonationDonation
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Experimental field: 13 crops in 9 fields 10,175㎡

Improving water supply capabilities: Preparing countermeasures
to increase reservoir capacity and decrease water leakage ratios, 

Replacing 147km of water supply pipeline out of the total 301km
tap water pipeline (by 2012) to reduce water leakage ratios 
Securing dam capacity and constructing supplementary dam

Effectively managing O2 Resort and strengthening 
the competitiveness of Mt. Taebaek Snow Festival

Promoting eco-friendly green growth industry by development 
and distribution of wind power and solar photovoltaic technology. 
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